Dispatcher Phoenix Government provides all the tools you need to optimize your workflow.

At a time of shrinking budgets, rising costs and increasing expectations, government agencies are naturally looking for new ways to increase productivity, streamline processes and serve the public with greater speed, accuracy and efficiency. Konica Minolta’s Dispatcher Phoenix Government provides government employees with the tools they need to handle their documents – quickly, efficiently and securely.
SOLUTIONS
TO SIMPLIFY DOCUMENT WORKFLOWS.

Automate government business processes. Reduce costs. And bring new levels of efficiency to employees.

With Dispatcher Phoenix Government, state and federal employees can have instant access to the information they need while complying with security regulations. And manual document processes can be automated, reducing the risk of human error while optimizing operational efficiency.
A wide range of powerful features.

FAST, EFFICIENT DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION.
Dispatcher Phoenix Government automatically collects, processes and distributes government documents such as records, applications, cross-agency communications and other filings to multiple outputs – all in a single step. Files can be sent to network/local folders, email recipients, printers, and popular document management systems such as Microsoft SharePoint.

INTEGRATION WITH SECURE INFRASTRUCTURE.
Through Konica Minolta MFPs, Dispatcher Phoenix Government integrates with the federal government’s smart card platform to provide a seamless, secure solution that addresses federal security concerns and mandates. With support for both authentication via CAC and PIV cards and Active Directory, Dispatcher Phoenix Government meets the Two-Factor Homeland Security Presidential Directive known as HSPD-12. Dispatcher Phoenix also supports FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standard) 140-2 compliance encryption, a series of important standards for government agencies, contractors, and other heavily regulated industries to protect sensitive, unclassified information.

PROTECTING DOCUMENTS.
Along with CAC/PIV authentication, other security features include:

- Copy Defender process to prevent unauthorized copying of confidential documents.
- Intelligent redaction, which permanently removes personal information from documents.
- File conversion to password-protected PDFs.
- Fully integrated support for Microsoft Windows local and domain policies for security audit and tracking.

STREAMLINING GOVERNMENT WORKFLOWS.
To help state and federal agencies as well as public sector organizations optimize workflow efficiency, Dispatcher Phoenix Government includes automated processes that get the job done quickly and accurately. You can make information instantly retrievable by converting paper-based files into PDF Searchable. Read and route invoices based on barcode. Edit scanned images by converting files to Microsoft Office formats, such as Word or Excel. Rename files at the MFP. Other advanced automated processes include zonal OCR for data extraction, metadata routing, ODBC connectivity for integration with common databases – and much more.

ADVANCED CONNECTIVITY.
Dispatcher Phoenix Government includes connectors to Laserfiche and Microsoft SharePoint for document storage, accessibility and collaboration. Files can be automatically distributed to Laserfiche, SharePoint or directed to either platform at the MFP during time of scanning. Just scan, index, and send each document to the appropriate folder – all with a few quick taps on your MFP control panel.

PROTECT YOUR DOCUMENTS.
Dispatcher Phoenix Government comes with a Copy Defender process that prevents the unauthorized copying of sensitive documents. Add Copy Protection features to documents automatically, such as pantograph backgrounds, stamps that mark copies as “Unauthorized,” “Illegal Copy,” etc., and more.

AUTOMATIC REDACTION.
With Dispatcher Phoenix Government’s intelligent redaction, confidential information can be automatically and permanently removed from your document. And redaction search terms can be modified or added at the MFP panel for the utmost flexibility.
CUSTOMIZE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

Dispatcher Phoenix is a family of automated document workflow solutions from Konica Minolta. For general business applications, Dispatcher Phoenix can optimize document processes, reduce costs and increase productivity – providing advanced automation features that minimize time-consuming manual document handling and processing tasks.

Dispatcher Phoenix is available in several versions to best suit different needs. All versions of Dispatcher Phoenix include a graphical Workflow Builder tool, an intuitive Workflow Scheduler, full MFP integration with a visually enhanced display, document indexing and folder browsing capabilities at the MFP, robust authentication options, and add-in options that allow you to enhance the speed and efficiency of your document workflow. Add-in options include:

- Forms processing to automatically extract and process unique identifiers from forms (social security numbers, birth dates, etc.) using pattern matching so you don’t have to know the specific content.
- Connectors to cloud storage providers – Box, Dropbox, OneDrive, OneDrive for Business, SharePoint Online, Google Drive, FileAssist, WebDAV, etc.
- Advanced Bates stamping to automatically apply counters, metadata, static text, and more – anywhere on the page.
- Advanced job routing features to send your print job to the most suitable or cost-effective printer.
- Connectors to other content management systems, including OnBase® by Hyland and Worldox® by World Software.

To learn more about the complete family of Dispatcher Phoenix offerings, please visit: kmbs.konicaminolta.us/dispatcherphoenix

PARTNERSHIP

Konica Minolta can help give shape to your ideas and partner with you to achieve your corporate objectives. Contact us to realize opportunities in:

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
Document Management
Automated Workflow Solutions
Business Process Automation
Security and Compliance
Mobility
eDiscovery Services

IT SERVICES
Application Services
Cloud Services
IT Security
Managed IT Services
IT Consulting & Projects
Business Consulting Services

TECHNOLOGY
Office Multifunction Business Solutions
Commercial and Production Printers
3D Printers
Wide Format Printers
Laptops, Desktops and Computer Hardware
Servers and Networking Equipment
Managed Print Services (MPS)
Managed Enterprise Services
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